We generalize Kato's adiabatic theorem to nonunitary dynamics. This enables us to unify two strong coupling limits: one driven by fast oscillations under a Hamiltonian, and the other driven by strong damping under a Lindbladian. We discuss the case where both mechanisms are present and provide nonperturbative error bounds. We also analyze the links with the quantum Zeno effect and dynamics.
Introduction
Strong coupling and adiabatic decoupling are effective tools towards quantum control strategies, whose primary objective is to preserve the coherence of quantum mechanical systems [1] . These control procedures are manifestations of the quantum Zeno effect (QZE) [2] and its extension, known as the quantum Zeno dynamics (QZD) [3] . They all represent robust tools for quantum control and lead to essentially the same physics. For instance, instead of repeated projective measurements, one might consider the application of strong fields or strong damping to induce the QZE and hinder part of the evolution.
Yet, from a mathematical perspective the proof techniques used are often very different, and it is sometimes hard to understand the relationships between the various manifestations. In particular, it is not possible to describe situations in which several mechanisms are present simultaneously. This point is however important, because physical systems are often not "clean" enough to focus on only one type of quantum dynamics. Our principal motivation is therefore to develop a common mathematical framework unifying such physics.
To this end, we shall focus on the "continuous" formulation of the QZE, in which the system to be studied is strongly coupled to an external field or to a reservoir that induces (fast) dissipation. The case of strong fields was proven by making use of the adiabatic theorem for unitary dynamics [3] , and, alternatively, with a unitary perturbation theory [4] . The case of strong damping was analyzed using dissipative perturbation theory [5, 6] . While the proofs for the two cases are clearly related, it is difficult to see the precise connection. Here, we shall develop a suitable extension of Kato's adiabatic theorem [7] , by relaxing the condition of the unitarity of the evolution. This extension allows us to unify and simplify the proof of the continuous QZE, and to describe also the situation in which both field and dissipation are present at the same time. We can furthermore provide nonperturbative error bounds for both cases. Since the physical mechanisms at the basis of QZD have been proven in a number of recent experiments [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , our results might be relevant also in the light of possible future experimental implementations.
2 Different Manifestations of the QZD Let us briefly recapitulate the main features of the different manifestations of the QZD [15, 16] (see also Refs. [3, 5, 6, 9, 10, [17] [18] [19] [20] ). Here, we in particular focus on the continuous strategies.
The standard way to induce the QZD is to frequently perform projective measurements [2, 21, 22] . Consider a quantum system with a Hamiltonian H. During the unitary evolution e −itH for a time t with H = [H, q ], one performs n projective measurements at regular time intervals. A measurement is represented by a set of orthogonal projection operators {P k } acting on the Hilbert space, satisfying P k P = P k δ k and k P k = I. We consider nonselective measurements [23, 24] , described by a projection P acting on a density operator ρ as P(ρ) = k P k ρP k .
(2.1)
In the limit of infinitely frequent measurements (Zeno limit), the evolution of the system is described by
n → e −itPHP P = e −itH Z P, as n → +∞, (2.2) where H Z = [H Z , q ] and H Z = k P k HP k .
(2.3)
In the Zeno limit, all transitions among the subspaces specified by the projection operators {P k } are suppressed. The system unitarily evolves within the (Zeno) subspaces defined by the projection operators {P k } under the action of the projected (Zeno) Hamiltonian H Z . This is the QZD [3] . QZD can also be induced by continuous strategies, that do not make use of the pulsed controls described above. Below, we briefly review the two main possibilities.
(i) Strong continuous coupling/fast oscillations: QZD can be induced by a strong continuous coupling/fast oscillations [3, 18] . We add a Hamiltonian γK with a large coupling constant γ, so that the total Hamiltonian reads γK + H. In the strong-coupling limit, the system evolves as [3] e −it(γK+H) ∼ e −itγK e −itH Z as γ → +∞, (2.4) where K = [K, q ] and H Z is defined again by Eq. (2.3), but the spectral projections {P k } pertain to the Hamiltonian K = k ε k P k .
(ii) Strong damping: QZD can also be induced via strong damping [5, 6, [25] [26] [27] [28] . Suppose that the system, governed by a Hamiltonian H, is exposed to a strong Markovian damping process e tD with t > 0 which steers the system into invariant (decoherence-free) subspaces, as e tD → P ϕ as t → +∞, (2.5) (ii) strong damping (with no persistent oscillations) (i) strong continuous coupling / fast oscillations Corollary 2 [3, 15, 16] e it( K+H) ⇠ e it K e itHZ where P ϕ is the completely positive and trace-preserving (CPTP) projection onto the invariant subspaces. 1 Then, in the strong-damping limit, the system evolves as [5, 6] e t(γD−iH) → e −itPϕHPϕ P ϕ = e −itH Z P ϕ as γ → +∞, (2.6) where H Z is defined by P ϕ HP ϕ .
The main objective of the present paper is to unify and at the same time generalize the above-mentioned continuous manifestations of the QZD in two different but inter-related formulations: (i) strong continuous coupling/fast oscillations and (ii) strong damping. With a slight abuse of language both situations are often referred to as "strong coupling". We shall prove three theorems. The first one is an adiabatic theorem (Theorem 1), that generalizes the adiabatic theorem by Kato [7] , by relaxing the condition of the unitarity of the evolution. The unified framework will then enable us to study the QZD in which the two different mechanisms (i) and (ii) are present at the same time (Theorem 2), and generalize the QZD to nonunitary (Markovian) evolutions, with Markovian generators of the Gorini-Kossakowski-Lindblad-Sudarshan (GKLS) form [29, 30] . These results are summarized in Fig. 1 . We shall also make some interesting observations on the control of nonunitary dynamics by continuous QZD, including a no-go theorem for the cancellation of any Markovian decay (Theorem 3).
Some Preliminaries on Quantum Semigroups
We start by recalling that every linear operator A on a finite-dimensional space can be expressed (essentially) uniquely in terms of its Jordan normal form (canonical form or spectral representation) [31] :
where {λ k }, the spectrum of A, is the set of distinct eigenvalues of A (λ k = λ for k = ), {P k }, the spectral projections of A, are the corresponding eigenprojections, satisfying
2)
for all k and , and {N k } are the corresponding nilpotents of A, satisfying for all k and
for some integer 1 ≤ n k ≤ rank P k . Notice that the spectral projections, which determine a partition of the space through the resolution of identity (3.2), are not Hermitian in general, P k = P † k . An eigenvalue λ k of A is called semisimple or diagonalizable if the corresponding nilpotent N k is zero (equivalently, n k = 1). The operator A is diagonalizable if and only if all its eigenvalues are semisimple.
In the following, we state without proofs some properties of GKLS generators L, whose exponential E t = e tL is a CPTP semigroup for t ≥ 0, i.e. E t • E s = E t+s for t, s ≥ 0. For further details and proofs, see e.g. Ref. [32] , in particular Propositions 6.1-6.3 and Theorem 6.1 therein. See also Refs. [27, [33] [34] [35] [36] for the recent studies on the structure of GKLS generators, in particular on their steady states. 
4)
where
is the "peripheral" part of L, and {P k } and {N k } are the spectral projections and the nilpotents of L, respectively.
(iii) The projection onto the peripheral spectrum of L,
is CPTP, and L ϕ = LP ϕ = P ϕ L. The projection P ϕ is also the projection onto the peripheral spectrum (consisting of the eigenvalues of unit magnitude) of the CPTP map e tL for any t > 0. The part of L corresponding to the eigenvalues with negative real parts describes decay.
(iv) The peripheral map e tLϕ P ϕ is CPTP for all t ∈ R.
In the particular case of a GKLS generator of a unitary evolution L = −iK = −i[K, q ], where K is Hermitian, all eigenvalues are imaginary and the operator reduces to its peripheral part, so that P ϕ = 1 and L = L ϕ , and the generator is diagonalizable. In such a case the spectrum and the spectral projections of K can be expressed in terms of the spectrum and of the spectral projections of K, as shown in the following lemma. Lemma 1 (See e.g. Ref. [15] ). Let −iK = −i[K, q ] be a GKLS generator corresponding to a Hamiltonian K. Let
be the spectral representations of K and K, respectively, with ω 0 = 0. Then, the spectrum of K is the set of the transition frequencies {ω k } = {ε n } − {ε n }, that is, for every k there exists a pair (m, n) such that ω k = ε m − ε n , (3.8) and the corresponding spectral projections are given by
Proof. The second relation in Eq. (3.9) is a direct consequence of the first one and of the convention ω 0 = 0. The spectrum of K and the first identity in Eq. (3.9) are obtained by the following computation:
which completes the proof.
Unification and Generalization of the Continuous QZDs
The main result of this paper is the unification and the generalization of the continuous QZDs, via (i) strong continuous coupling/fast oscillations and (ii) strong damping. It is an immediate consequence of an adiabatic theorem, which is a generalized version of the adiabatic theorem proved by Kato in Ref. [7] . Although this is a substantial generalization in terms of the generators allowed-including arbitrary matrices-it is rather specific in terms of the time-dependence, which is assumed to be isospectral. This distinguishes our work from other adiabatic theorems for open systems (e.g. [37] ).
Theorem 1 (Generalized adiabatic theorem). Let B and C be operators on a finite dimensional space. Assume that e tB is bounded for t ≥ 0 (which is equivalent to requiring a spectrum in the closed left half-plane C − , whose purely imaginary eigenvalues are semisimple), while C can be an arbitrary matrix. Let {b k } be the spectrum of B and {P k } its spectral projections. Define uniformly in t on compact intervals of (0, +∞).
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.
Remark 1. By gathering the corrections obtained in the proof in the Appendix, the distance to the adiabatic limit can be explicitly bounded e.g. as where ∆ = min k = |b k − b |, 3 and M = Dχ ν , with D being the dimension of B and C, and χ ν being the condition number of the similarity transformation of B to a Jordan form defined in terms of ν = min(η, ∆). See Appendix B for the derivation. We now apply the generalized adiabatic theorem (Theorem 1) to generic GKLS generators, to get the unified and generalized continuous QZD. The following is the central result of this paper. uniformly in t on compact intervals of (0, +∞), with
10)
where {α k } is the spectrum of D and {P k } its spectral projections.
Proof. We just use Theorem 1 for D and L in place of B and C, respectively. Proposition 1 guarantees that the spectral assumptions on the operator B are met.
Remark 2. Since in this case e t(γD+L) and e tγD e tL Z P ϕ are both CPTP and hence they are bounded by some M ≥ 1 as e t(γD+L) ≤ M and e tγD e tL Z P ϕ ≤ M , we can get a simpler bound than Eq. (4.4):
ds e −ηs p(s) + e −γηt p(γt), (4.11) where p(s) is some positive polynomial bounding e tD (1 − P ϕ ) ≤ e −ηt p(t) with η = min α / ∈iR |Re α |, and S = k = (α k − α + N k ) −1 P k is the reduced resolvent of D at α , with N k being the nilpotent of D belonging to the eigenvalue α k .
Notice that this theorem unifies the two continuous QZDs, by (i) fast oscillations and (ii) strong damping. The two mechanisms can be simultaneously present. The previously known results (i) and (ii) are corollaries of Theorem 2. Let us start from the latter one (ii): Corollary 1 (QZD by strong damping [5, 6] ). Let L be an arbitrary GKLS generator and D be a GKLS generator with no persistent oscillations in the long-time limit, lim t→+∞ e tD = P ϕ .
(4.12)
Then, we have e t(γD+L) = e tL Z P ϕ + O(1/γ) as γ → +∞, (4.13) uniformly in t on compact intervals of (0, +∞), where
Proof. Notice that in this case the assumption (4.12) implies that the only peripheral (purely imaginary) eigenvalue is α = 0. Thus, the sums in Eq. (4.10) reduce to single terms, and the Zeno projection of L in Eq. (4.10) reduces to Eq. (4.14) .
This reproduces the previously known result on the QZD by strong damping [5, 6] . For a unitary generator −iH = −i[H, q ] with a Hamiltonian H instead of L, this result is further reduced to Eq. (2.6).
If there remain persistent oscillations in the strong-damping (long-time) limit of e tγD , the projected generator in Eq. (4.14) is further projected by the fast persistent oscillations. This situation can be treated by Theorem 2.
On the other hand, the QZD (i), that is merely obtained by fast oscillations for unitary evolution, is reproduced by the following corollary: where P 0 = n P n q P n (4.17)
is the spectral projection onto the kernel of K.
Proof. We just use Theorem 2 with D = −iK and L = −iH for t ≥ 0, and with D = iK and L = iH for t ≤ 0. Notice that in this case the spectrum of −iK consists only of purely imaginary eigenvalues and the projection onto the peripheral spectrum of −iK is simply the identity, P ϕ = k P k = 1. Now, by making use of Lemma 1, we can express the spectral projections {P k } of the GKLS generator K in terms of the spectral projections of the Hamiltonian K by Eq. (3.9). Therefore, according to Eq. (4.10), the generator H is projected to
(4.18)
Note that, for any pairs (m, n) and (m , n ) with a common ω k = ε m − ε n = ε m − ε n , the coincidence m = m implies n = n , and vice versa, as ε m = ε n for m = n, and in the last equality we used k δ ω k ,εm−εn = 1 and the second relation in Eq. (3.9). with H Z = n P n HP n = P 0 (H), (4.20) by using Theorem 1 with the Hamiltonians ±iK and ±iH in place of B and C, respectively.
As another corollary, Theorem 2 generalizes the QZD (i) by fast oscillations to projecting a GKLS generator, instead of a Hamiltonian. This is new, and is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 and of Lemma 1. Corollary 3 (QZD by fast oscillations II: projecting a GKLS generator). Consider the unitary generator −iK = −i[K, q ] with a Hamiltonian K and let L be an arbitrary GKLS generator. Let K = k ω k P k and K = n ε n P n be the spectral representations of K and K, respectively. Then, we have e t(−iγK+L) = e −itγK e tL Z + O(1/γ) as γ → +∞, (4.21) uniformly in t on compact intervals of [0, +∞), with
where P k = m,n δ ω k ,εm−εn P m q P n . (4.23)
Proof. Use Theorem 2 with D = ±iK. Notice that in this case the spectrum of −iK consists only of purely imaginary eigenvalues and the projection onto the peripheral spectrum of −iK is simply the identity, P ϕ = k P k = 1. Then, use Lemma 1 to express the spectral projections {P k } of K in terms of the spectral projections {P n } of K.
Remark 4. The QZD by repeated nonselective projective measurements P 0 , defined in Eq. (3.9), during the evolution e tL with a GKLS generator L, yields (P 0 e t n L P 0 ) n → e tP 0 LP 0 P 0 as n → ∞. This coincides with Eqs. (4.21)-(4.22) by fast oscillations if the exponential of the latter is multiplied by P 0 . Indeed, e tP 0 LP 0 P 0 = e t k P k LP k P 0 .
(4.24)
However, in Eq. (4.24), P 0 LP 0 is not of GKLS form in general, while k P k LP k is, as follows from Eq. (4.21), being a CPTP semigroup. The evolution e tP 0 LP 0 is governed by a licit GKLS generator only if restricted to the proper subspace by P 0 . The following example helps clarifying it. 
are Pauli operators. Clearly, the restricted evolution e tP 0 LP 0 P 0 is governed by a GKLS generator.
Remark 5. We also remark that an alternative geometric approach developed in Ref. [38] allows for a perturbative Lindbladian description of QZD.
The QZE by fast oscillations (i), however, cannot cancel any decay due to a GKLS generator. This no-go theorem can be proven with the help of the following proposition, generalizing an argument given in Ref. [39] : 
being traceless, tr L i = 0, ∀i (4.26) (this decomposition is always possible: if L i is not traceless, its scalar part can be absorbed by the Hamiltonian H) . Consider the evolution ρ(t) = E t (ρ) of an initial state ρ, where E t = e tL and t ≥ 0, and examine the evolution of its purity tr ρ 2 (t). Then, the largest decay rate of the purity, 
We can bound Γ from below as
where in the last inequality we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. If Γ = 0, then the equality in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality should hold. It holds iff L i |ψ ∝ |ψ , for all i and |ψ . All vectors |ψ are eigenvectors of L i . This implies that L i = λ i I with some complex value λ i for all i. But, from the assumption (4.26) we have that λ i = 0, that is L i = 0 for all i, and hence D = 0.
Theorem 3 (The QZE by fast oscillations cannot cancel any decay due to GKLS generators). If L is a GKLS generator of nonunitary dynamics, with purity decay rate Γ, then the projected GKLS generator L Z given in Eq. (4.22) by fast oscillations also generates nonunitary dynamics with the same purity decay rate Γ.
Proof. Since some nonunitary component is present in L, by Proposition 2 the evolution e t(−iγK+L) has a purity decay Γ = 0 independent of γ and of the Hamiltonian K. Because e itγK is unitary, one gets
so that e itγK e t(−iγK+L) has the same nonvanishing decay rate Γ as that of e tL for any γ, and e tL Z = lim γ→+∞ e itγK e t(−iγK+L) , (4.34) too.
Example: QZD by Strong Damping and Persistent Oscillations
Let us look at an example of the Zeno limit given in Theorem 2. We consider two GKLS generators of a three-level system:
and
We look at the evolution e t(γD+L) with large γ. The former generator L, describing pure dephasing between |0 and the other levels, is projected by the strong action of the latter generator D. Note that e tγD induces decay from |2 to |1 by F , and exhibits persistent oscillations between |0 and |1 at long times. We restrict ourselves to the case κ > 0 and g > 0. The generator L is projected by the two mechanisms: the strong amplitudedamping from |2 to |1 and the fast persistent oscillations between |0 and |1 . Notice that the unitary part and the dissipative part of D do not commute and the two mechanisms act nontrivially. Let us first look at the free evolution e tD . It is solved as e tD = e −itH P + e −κt/2 |2 2| q P + e −κt/2 |2 2|
where P = |0 0|+|1 1|, X = |0 1|+|1 0|, Y = −i(|0 1|−|1 0|), and Z = |0 0|−|1 1|. As time t goes on, it asymptotically behaves as e tD ∼ e −itH∞ P ϕ as t → +∞, (5.8) with the asymptotic unitary generator −iH ∞ = −i[gX, q ] and the projection
onto the peripheral spectrum of D. The peripheral spectrum of D consists of three peripheral eigenvalues, α 0 = 0 and α ± = ∓2ig, with the corresponding eigenprojections given where |± = (|0 ± |1 )/ √ 2 are the eigenstates of X belonging to the eigenvalues ±1, respectively. Then, in the Zeno limit γ → +∞, the generator L is projected to 
Conclusions
We derived a generalization of Kato's adiabatic theorem to a particular type of nonunitary dynamics. This allowed us to treat two very different physical strong coupling limits, strong oscillations and strong damping, on equal mathematical footing, and to generalize previous results to the situation where both effects are present simultaneously. Both limits provide various Zeno-type generators, including Zeno Hamiltonians and Zeno Lindbladians. The adiabatic theorem allows us to provide explicit bounds on the convergence which depend on various parameters, in particular the oscillation gap and the dissipative gap of the strong generator. This demonstrates nicely both effects.
A fantastic experiment to which our generalized result is related is provided by [40] . There, we have a three-level system {|D , |G , |B } with strong driving Ω BG Ω DG between |B and |G and strong damping Γ Ω DG on level |B . What is however interesting there is that Γ Ω BG . Such multi-scale strong coupling could be therefore an interesting extension of our result in future studies.
In our case, it follows from b being purely imaginary and from e tB being a bounded semigroup, e tB ≤ M (A. 14) for t ≥ 0 and for some M ≥ 1. This implies that We also have a simpler bound e tC Z ≤ e t C Z , and therefore, for γ > 0, Eq. (A.13) is bounded by e t(γB+C) P − e t(γB+C Z ) P
for all t ∈ [0, t 2 ], thus proving the uniformity of the limit (A.5) [for the last two inequalities, we have bounded a factor as [C, S CP ]P = CS CP − S CP C Z ≤ S CP ( C + C Z ), and used the fact that t → ae ta −be tb a−b is increasing for positive t, for all a, b > 0]. By summing Eq. (A.5) over the peripheral spectrum b ∈ iR, we get e t(γB+C) P ϕ = e tγB e tC Z P ϕ + O(1/γ) as γ → +∞, (A. 18) uniformly for t ∈ [0, t 2 ] with t 2 > 0.
Step 2. Eigenvalues with negative real parts: Consider now an eigenvalue b with a negative real part, Re b < 0, so that
We get, for γ > 0 and t ≥ 0, e t(γB+C) = e tγB + uniformly for t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ] with 0 < t 1 < t 2 .
Step uniformly in t on compact intervals of (0, +∞). This gives the limit (4.3) and concludes the proof.
B Further Estimation of the Error Bound
Here we describe how we got the error bound (4.7) from the tighter version (4.4). The idea is to make use of the Jordan normal form to facilitate the estimation of the norms. We first point out that any matrix can be transformed into the Jordan normal form but with the "1"s just next to the eigenvalues on the diagonal in the Jordan normal form scaled
